
Success of Pilot

match rate

If 2 or more survivors identify the same offender, a
match occurs and all matched survivors then receive

free and confidential legal options counseling.

Matching System

Incident Log

Benefits of Callisto Vault

Free, trauma-informed resource available

to students, faculty, and staff 

Connecting survivors of serial perpetrators

can strengthen formal reporting outcomes

Can detect serial perpetrators across

campuses

Can offer support to survivors whose

perpetrator is not campus affiliated

Survivors who have pursued formal

reporting can still enter into Matching

Survivors can explore all options including

reporting to Title IX and police 

Encryption technology protects data &

identities of both survivor & identified

perpetrator

Addressing the issue of serial perpetration

reduces harm and makes campuses safer

Callisto Vault is a third-party tool that does

not report to Title IX or police 

Survivors can also create a secure & timestamped

record of their assault using Callisto Vault's Incident

Log. This can help process trauma or serve as a

reference should they choose to report.

matches involving survivors
from different campuses

of campus assaults 
are committed by 

Learn more:

www.projectcallisto.org

Follow us @Callisto Contact:

contact@projectcallisto.org

Our Solution: Callisto Vault

Callisto is a national nonprofit that leverages cutting-edge technology to empower

campus survivors, provide a safe alternative to reporting, and increase the likelihood

that serial perpetrators will be held accountable. Our encrypted platform, Callisto Vault,

consists of 2 tools: the Matching System & the Incident Log.

74%

2M+ 90% 6%
college students are
sexually assaulted

each year

of student survivors
report to Title IX or

the policeserial perpetrators

15% Everyone in the U.S. and 
its territories with a .edu email 

address has FREE access
to Callisto Vault!

Survivors can safely determine whether others have been
harmed by the same perpetrator without having to publicly
disclose or report to authorities. To enter into Matching,
survivors simply provide:

state where the
assault occurred

unique identifiers
of the offender

contact info should
a match occur

Ending serial sexual assault…one match at a time.

Nationwide Access for Campus Survivors!

users are part of a
marginalized group


